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Industrial visit at “AJE India Pvt. Ltd(Patalganga MIDC)” arranged by Computer Engineering
and Information Technology of Pillai HOC Polytechnic, Rasayani on 7th Oct 2017

Ms.Pooja Chavan (Analytics) addressing students of Computer Engineering and Information
Technology on “Business analytics” under Expert Lecture series organized by Computer
Engineering and Information Technology department of Pillai HOC Polytechnic,Rasayani

Pillai HOC Polytechnic, Rasayani organized a Faculty Development Program based on “Use of ICT
tools in Teaching Learning Process” in Nov 2017

Faculty Speak:

Educational institutes provide us large variety of learning environments and learning
spaces to students which helps to develop own career.
The expert lectures which are held in the institutes on various topics such as personality
development, SAP, interview techniques regarding the field of student’s concern branch help a
lot and make the students career oriented.
In academic year 2017-18, MSBTE has started I scheme which is the best opportunity for
the students as well as teacher to improve their knowledge to the industrial level. Career fair is
organized for the student which is the best opportunity for students for getting placed in industry.

Ms. Tanmayi R. Nagale
Lecturer in IT
Pillai HOC Polytechnic,Rasayani

Student Speak:

Since institutes in Maharashtra at diploma level organize various quiz competitions,
technical paper presentation sponsored by MSBTE are very beneficial for the students in their
career path and it also plays a vital role in the development of students knowledge gain process
and presentation skill development to face the challenges in their career time.
The expert lecture / guest lectures which are held in institutes on various topics such as
interviews cracking techniques, personality development or introduction to latest knowledge
regarding the field of student’s concern branch help a lot and make the students career ready.
By implementing job fairs in institute’s level, gives an opportunity to students for
enrolling in jobs rather than throwing them in troublesome confusion.
Vishwashree V. Karhadkar
T.YCO Pillai HOC Polytechnic, Rasayani
Raigad

Education, Why Education, Anyone can live without Education?
The answer is NO because for further improvement for our lifestyle and great future,
education is must and to achieve this we need to have educational institutes. Educational
institutes provide us better opportunities to build our lifestyle future personality and career. In
today’s system our educational Institutes have been a better encouraging partner for the
youngsters. Great knowledge hunt without better facilities and opportunities is like bird without
wings. It is almost impossible to soar high in the sky for that bird. So, these young guns should
be provided with the basic solid and concrete platform to take off. Now MSBTE has started ‘I’
scheme which is Industry-Institute Interaction. This transition is not merely from ‘G’ to ‘I’
scheme ,but it is an opportunity for the students sharpen and test their knowledge and skills to
meet the industry expectations.So,I feel this is a great initiative attempt by MSBTE to build a
bridge between Institute and Industry.

Muhafiz A. Karjikar
T.YIF Pillai HOC Polytechnic, Rasayani
Raigad

Now –a-days the institutes are providing us various courses related to necessities of
industries. These courses offered by MSBTE are not only giving the knowledge of the course but
they are changing our approach towards the education. The only concern that I find is the
implementation of it to its fullest potential outcome. Institutes provide various technical
competitions such as technical quiz, paper presentation, workshops for the students from which
they can get extra knowledge. Students today feel the pressing need to upgrade their resume by
opting for courses and this is achieved because of educational institutes. They help the students
and create interest in learning process. As the institutes conduct many technical quiz, paper
presentations, workshops which helps the students to build their career knowledge. Educational
institutes main goal is to bridge the gap between the academics and the industry.

Ruchika .S. Bhandarkar
T.YIF Pillai HOC Polytechnic, Rasayani
Raigad

